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March 2017: Focus remains on 2017--2018 - as
it has for two decades - as a decisive time in the Middle
East, specifically linked to Israel & Jerusalem. The Jewish Year of 5778 (Sept. 2017 - Sept. 2018) is the primary focus and possesses a myriad of converging cycles.
Two of the most noteworthy are both linked to Jerusalem Cycles of Occupation & Liberation - the 100-Year
Anniversary of the surrender & liberation of Jerusalem on
Dec. 7 - 11, 1917 and a precise 70-Year Cycle from the
independence of Israel on May 14, 1948. Those two anniversaries - Dec. 7 - 11, 2017 & May 14, 2018 - represent the culmination of critical cycles, both of which
pertain to Jerusalem.

The ultimate focus, however, is on the overall period beginning in 2017/2018 and lasting into at least
2027/2028 - particularly in the Middle East. The Feb. & Mar. ‘17 INSIIDE Tracks elaborated on this analysis and reiterated some momentous cycles colliding in 2019. The following is an excerpt of that analysis...

Outlook 2017-2018
Gateway(s)
01-30-17 - It is impossible to conduct a thorough analysis of the Middle East without discussing the
Gateway to the Middle East. In the past, I have described the same entity as the Gateway to Europe - keeping one foot in Europe and one in the Middle East… with divided loyalties & alliances.
It is the nation that is a member of NATO - and therefore privy to NATO’s military secrets & operations and the same nation that is repeatedly rebuffed when applying for inclusion in the European Union. In that
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respect, the fault does not lie with Turkey. They
have been dragged along for many years… but who
is to say how long that lasts and how long they return, with hat in hand. Sooner or later, they will give
up.

“The land enjoyed its sabbath rests; all the
time of its desolation it rested, until the seventy
years were completed in fulfillment of the word of
the Lord spoken by Jeremiah ...”

This is a big problem, just waiting to happen.
Before examining some eye-opening cycles for the
nation of Turkey, let’s seque back to Europe for a
minute and look at another potential challenge for
the coming years…

“Our days may come to seventy years, or
eighty, if our strength endures...”

II Chronicles 36:21

Psalm 90:10a NIV

[Before delving into cycles impacting Turkey, it
is important to review a key one that applies to
NATO… the „Cycle of Kings‟ AKA the „Cycle of
Man‟s Governments‟ AKA the 70-Year Cycle.
NATO was founded in April 1949. NATO will complete its 70th year in April 2019.

Now let’s see… If you were a financial operation, who had a history of repeated financial challenges for the past 1,000 years, would you want to
repeatedly offend your accountant… or someone
that was working with your accountant? That doesn’t seem to be the most prudent approach to foster
your financial livelihood. Either you would appease
your accountant… or find a new one (and make sure
to choose a tactful & diplomatic way to part ways
with the original one).

As described many times before, that 70-Year
Cycle is the most significant with regard to governing bodies and/or leaders. Is it any surprise that its
70th birthday will arrive just before another Date of
Aggression? The last time NATO expanded was on
its 60th birthday - in April 2009.]

The worst-case scenario - and the most foolish
approach - would be to take a half-hearted approach
in which you leave yourself very vulnerable while
continually alienating a potential antagonist.

But, a not-so-funny thing happened on the way
to Utopia… part of the military - while contending
that Turkey’s government had lost its democratic
rule & suffered a serious erosion of its secularism attempted a coup d'état on July 15, 2016.

Now, let’s apply that analogy. If you are a continent that has been plagued by military conflict for
the majority of the last millennium, would you want
to continually play games with the soon-to-be most
populous Eurasian nation in NATO (Turkey is poised
to overtake Germany with that distinction, at some
point in 2017) - a nation that also happens to be
99.8% Muslim.

This time, the military lost… or at least that
faction of the military (allegedly tied to a Muslim
cleric living in exile in Pennsylvania). In the ~6
months since then, Turkey has seen a military, political & social purging that would make anything currently unfolding in the U.S. look like child’s play.

While Turkey is a secularly-ruled country, there
have been multiple attempts at altering that and instituting a more Islamic-centered government. Often, the military becomes the final ‘arbiter’ in those
disputes.

With one stone, that has taken out multiple
‘birds’. It has resulted in a dramatic brain drain from
Turkey - as thousands look for refuge & employment
outside the country. And, it has exponentially increased the power of the government, moving forward. Like so many events, the initial direct consequences are being morphed by all of the ensuing,
unintended consequences.

Maybe that will continue to be the case and
everything will remain stable in Turkey. After all,
Turkey needs NATO as much as NATO needs Turkey. Case in point, Turkey is the nation that is responsible for 4 of the 5 times Article 4 has been invoked within NATO.
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However, one can be sure that the numbers are
much larger when voluntary departures are included,
as many Turks become more anxious regarding the
ongoing purge. This leaves the nation in a more vulnerable position, ripe for another dramatic shift whether by future coup, military intervention or even
via democratic elections.
How imminent is that?
My focus is on 2019… although multiple foreshocks could precede a more significant one.
Throughout the past two decades, I have periodically
examined Turkey’s history and its future cycles. Not
surprisingly, Turkey’s evolution - particularly its involvement in wars & military conflicts - has closely
adhered to a 40-Year Cycle.
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Turkey Talk
Turkey has 290 planes in its air force, from them 183 are air
combat (mostly F-16). The global avg. is 2 pilots per aircraft; Turkey's is currently 0.8 due to the arrests and firings
following the 2016 coup. (source: tovima.gr)
Within 5 days of the failed July 15, 2016 coup, the following
reprisals had take place (source http://gr.euronews.com/)…
8.000 police officers were under arrest.
6.000 soldiers were under arrest
1.500 workers in the Finance ministry were dismissed.
2.745 judges were dismissed..
1.577 university deans and professors were dismissed.

That dates back to the founding of the Ottoman
Empire in 1299 - 720 years prior to 2019. 2019 is
the next shift in a 40-Year Cycle AND the next phase
of a 360-Year Cycle… two giant 360-degree revolutions since the birth of the Ottoman Empire.

(According to gatestoneinstitute.org, 2017 has seen another

The following is a recap of that 40-Year Cycle
including key Middle East events (many derived from
Wikipedia.org) that have occurred in the ~100 years
since the fall of that Empire - which resulted in the
carving up of the Middle East into the nations that
are in existence today. (Where significant events
were not identified - sometimes due to the scarcity of
precise records - I have skipped those phases of the
40-Year Cycle & moved to the next.)...

257 workers in the office of the Prime Minister dismissed..

1299 - Founding of Ottoman Empire

631 dismissed.)
492 workers in the Cultural Affairs ministry were dismissed..
399 workers in the Social Security ministry were suspended.
100 workers in the National Security dept, were dismissed..
47 County heads were relieved of their duties.
30 Governors were relieved of their duties.
20 news webpages were shut down.
As of 10/23/16 (per http://ethnos.gr), 20,000 military
personnel had been dismissed, or arrested.

1419 - Hungary defeats Turks (Mehmed I)
1499 - Culmination of ~150 years of SerbianOttoman Wars; completed with Ottoman conquest of
Zeta in 1499.
1619 - Ottoman-Polish War overlapping Europe’s
Thirty Years War (1618--1648; one of most destructive European wars)
1659 - Ottoman-Druze Conflict (see Jan. 2017 issue
for discussion on Druze religion; In 1859/1860, 200
years later - 5xs 40-Year Cycle - a deadly Civil War
broke out in Syria, involving Syrian Christians, Muslims & Druze - leading to the Damascus massacre. It
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As of 1/7/17 (per http://tovima.gr), 21,000 high/
middle school teachers working in private schools had their
licenses to teach recalled, an 1,577 academic teachers were
dismissed, and another 15,000 public workers in various
depts. were dismissed.
More recently, Wikipedia reports that over 125,000
judges, teachers, police & public servants have been suspended or dismissed (in the last 6 months).
Thank you to Ike Iossif for compiling this data.
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is intriguing - as well as tragic - that another civil war
has now broken out in Syria, involving all of the
same entities).

key’s role in Eurasia - during which Turkey remained
as neutral as possible, including a non-aggression
pact with Hitler, even as they sent pilots to Great
Britain for training.

1699 - Culmination of Great Turkish War. Ottoman
Empire loses substantial territory in Central Europe,
defeated by ‘Holy League’...including Russia fighting
within a European ‘union’ or alliance for the first
time.

In Oct. 1939, Turkey signed a mutual assistance pact with England & France but was able to
resist pressure to join the war - from Hitler, Roosevelt & Churchill - until Feb. 1945.

1739 - Culmination of Austro-Russian-Turkish War
(Treaty of Belgrade).

In the two 40-Year Cycles since 1939, Turkey
has continued to wrestle with pressures from the
West & the Middle East (as well as Russia) - geopolitical tug-of-war that could come to a head in the
next 3--5 years.

1779 - Ottoman Empire retakes Basra (Iraq) after
losing it in Ottoman Persian War of 1775--1776;
Wahhabis conquer all of Najd during 1770’s. New
Austro-Turkish & Russo-Turkish Wars soon follow…
in the 1780’s.

(Turkey also experienced one of its worst natural disasters in 1939, a series of 7 powerful earthquakes with the strongest measuring 7.8.)

1819 - Culmination of Ottoman-Wahhabi War (1811-1818; Ottomans recapture Saudi/Islam holy cities of
Mecca & Medina; Wahhabis surrender in late-1818,
Diriyah destroyed in June 1819. [Dec. 1818 = End
of First Saudi State / Second Saudi State emerges
in 1819 (officially in 1823) / Ibrahim ejects British
from Saudi in 1819. 200 years later is 2019.]

1979 - Escalating violence in Turkey from 1976-1980, leading to a coup that was forewarned in June
1979… and ’commissioned’ on Sept. 11, 1979
(although it did not occur until 1980). Several massacres preceded that coup, with the most notable
ones in 1977 & 1978… 40 years ago.

Caucasian War - in which Russia invaded the
Caucasus - including Chechnya - and engaged in a
widespread ethnic cleansing of Circassians, over a
complete 40-Year Cycle.

1979 also timed the Islamic Revolution in Iran;
… followed by an 8-year Middle East war. A similar
uprising occurred in Saudi Arabia.
With one foot in Europe & one in the Middle
East, what will Turkey‟s role be when its uncanny 40
-Year (& 360-Year) Cycle recurs in 2019?
IT

The War ramped up in 1819 and winding down
in 1859...1817--1825 was first major phase, followed
by a decade of subsided activity. Second phase led
to important truce, before third and final surge of
conflict took place in 1855--1859 (40 years from onset) - when the War in a large part of the N. Caucasus ended (1859). War resulted in the transfer of
Muslim population into Ottoman Empire
(muhajirism).

[End Feb. 2017 INSIIDE Track excerpt]

02-27-17 - Middle East 2017--2019
As detailed last month, the 40-Year Cycle has
impacted Turkey & the Ottoman Empire since its
founding in 1299. That 40-Year Cycle - and a much
larger 360-Year Cycle - are nearing a decisive transition point in 2019. It is often the time preceding a
culmination when accelerated moves occur.

1859 - Mt. Lebanon Civil War (see 1659); Nearby,
Russia was annexing Chechnya, a decision that has
continually pulled Russia into the Transcaucus.
1899 - 1890’s - Greco-Turkish War (1897)… followup to 1854 uprising against Ottoman Empire

2019 is also a unique convergence of solar
cycles and volcanic cycles described in previous
publications (including a link to the 17-Year Cycle
that has created a larger-degree 68-Year Cycle and

1939 - WWII (Sept. 1939--1945)... follows Arab Revolt in Palestine in 1936--1939. The outbreak of
WWII had one of the most profound impacts on Tur-
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timed 3 of the most powerful volcanoes of the last
two centuries in 1815 (Tambora), 1883 (Krakatoa)
and 1951 (Lamington) - all focusing attention on
2019).
In describing this cycle of instability, I have
frequently documented the link between solar cycles
& volcanic eruptions, including one tied to the ~11Year Sunspot Cycle. That includes the eruption of
Mt. Etna & devastating Messina earthquake of 1908.

INSIIDE Track Reprint

2019 & Saudi Arabia’s 11-Year Cycle
1920--1921 - Ibn Saud (founder of Saudi Arabia & powerful
advocate of Wahhabism) conquered Rashidi dynasty - backed
by Ottomans - and retook majority of current Saudi Arabia.
[The Rashidi Dynasty had overtaken Riyadh, the Saudi capital,
in 1865 - 55 years or 5 x 11-Year Cycle - earlier.]
1931---1932 - Kingdom of Saudi Arabia established.
1941--1942 - Aramco develops first oil fields in Saudi Arabia.

11 years later, in 1919, Mt. Kelud (Indonesia)
had a deadly eruption. In 1930, it was Mt. Merapi
(Indonesia) and that sequence continued into 1985,
when Columbia’s Nevado del Ruiz erupted violently.
~11 years later, it was La Soufriere in the Caribbean
and then, in 2008, it was Chaiten in Chile. That ~11
-Year Cycle next comes into play in 2019.

1953 - Death of Ibn Saud; Ascension of King Saud

The reason for revisiting this is to provide a
natural example of - and reaffirm the authenticity of this ~11-Year Cycle of Instability. That segues back
to the Middle East discussion and a similar ~11Year Cycle that has governed an extremely volatile
period in Saudi Arabia for a century (see inset).

1986 - Oil price crashes. King Fahd, who ascended in 1982,
declares himself ‘Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques’.

I am most interested in the latest 5 phases,
since Saudi Arabia organized the Arab League‟s
first meeting that helped create the PLO in 1964.
Since then, this ~11-Year Cycle has really focused
on Arab Unity and the push for a major Union of
Arab States. Arab/Israeli peace is intertwined with
that, bringing the conversation full-circle - back to
Major cycles converging for Israel & Jerusalem in
2017/2018.

2019 - GCC common currency? Arab Union? Peace Accord??

2019 is one full 17-Year Cycle from the Saudibacked Arab Peace Initiative of 2002. And 2019 is a
full 70-Year Cycle from when Israel declared Jerusalem the eternal capital of Israel (Dec. 5, 1949). All
eyes could soon be on the Middle East!
IT

1964 - King Saud deposed; King Faisal takes power. (Arab
League - founded by Saudi Arabia - creates PLO at Palestinian
National Council in E. Jerusalem in 1964… the first summit of
the Arab League. March 2017 is the 34th summit.)
1975 - King Faisal assassinated; King Khalid in power.

1997 - Greater Arab Free Trade Area (GAFTA)
2008 - Israeli-Gaza War sidelines Arab Peace Initiative. King
Abdullah convenes interfaith conference in Spain. Oil peaks.
2019 is 40 Years from the 1979 seizure of the Grand Mosque
in Saudi Arabia (Mecca) & the push for an overthrown of the
Saud-family dynasty. The attackers also announced the arrival of the Mahdi - Islam’s long-awaited messiah. That came
slightly more than 40 years after the 1938 discovery of oil in
Saudi Arabia - the source of Saudi Arabia’s power.
2019 is also one 17-Year Cycle from March 28, 2002 when
Saudi Arabia proposed the Arab Peace Initiative - a peace plan
for the Arab-Israeli conflict.
2019 is also 50 years from founding of OIC - Organization of
Islamic Cooperation (57 members).
2019 represents Saudi power shifts AND Arab Unity. Hmmm.

[End Mar. 2017 INSIIDE Track excerpt]
reinforce focus on late-2017 to usher in new turmoil.
The 70-Year Cycle is intensifying the focus on a
momentous period in history, beginning in 2017 - 2018
(Sept. 2017 ushers in related Jewish Year). A myriad
of long-term, geopolitical cycles corroborate this and
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PREPPING FOR 2018--2021: 70-YEAR CYCLE (JAN 2017 EXCERPT)

Outlook 2017-2018
Middle East Back in Focus
01-03-17 - One of the reasons my focus has remained on 2017 has to do with the uncanny cycles governing events in Israel & the Middle East. In the early- & mid-2000’s, I described these cycles in the context of
an initial spike in 2007/2008, intensification into 2010/2011 and then a greater shift in 2017/2018 (extending
into the 2020’s).
As a result, expectations have been for dramatic events in the Middle East, probably in Israel & possibly
Jerusalem… in 2017/2018.
These cycles include an uncanny 8--9 Year Cycle of Israeli Wars and all of the following events:
17-Year Cycle from 2000 Intifada.
25-Year Cycle Progression from Six Days War (recapture of E. Jerusalem in 1967) to Jerusalem Covenant (1992) to Jerusalem??? (2017).
40-Year Cycle from 1897/1898 (First Zionist Congress) to 1937/1938 (Holocaust; began with stamping of
‘J’ on passports, first introduction of „Final Solution‟ and opening of Buchenwald Concentration Camp) to
1977/1978 (Camp David Accord, Israel/Lebanon, Iran/Islamic Revolution - leading into/through 1979) to
2017/2018.
50 Year Cycle (Jubilee, Sabbath‟s Sabbath) from Six Days War (1967), as well as from events of 1917 &
1517 - when Jerusalem was liberated & previously conquered.
This cycle dates back to 67(--70) AD - when Jews revolted against Rome & Jerusalem was sacked - and
also includes 1867, when the Austria-Hungary Empire was formed & Jews received full rights. That ‘Empire‟
only lasted 1 50-Year Cycle but had a Major impact on WWI (and WWII).
60-Year Cycle from Economic Council of the Arab League agreement in 1957.
70-Year Cycle from UN Resolution 181 (Partition Plan for Palestine) & Israeli independence & statehood
(1947/1948; which was 70-Year Cycle from First Aliyah & Jewish settlements in Palestine in 1877/78). 2017 is
70 years - the „Cycle of Kings‟ and of reigning - from the „Special International Regime‟ for Jerusalem, laid out
in UN 181.
100 years from liberation of Jerusalem (Dec. 1917).
180 years from British involvement with Jerusalem (1837--1942; consulate, first diplomatic appt., plan for
Jewish restoration; political Zionism).
500 years from Ottoman conquering of Jerusalem (1517).
1,000 years from founding of Druze religion (1017) - one of the primary religions in the Levant (ISIL - also
known as ISIS - takes its name from „Islamic State in the Levant‟)… an intriguing almalgamation of Christianity, Judaism & Ismailism (branch of Shia Islam) - originally derived from Islam.
2017--2019 (--2021) is the recurrence of an uncanny 100-Year & 500-Year Cycle that is very religious
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and usually incorporates Europe & the Vatican with events in the Middle East. It also times watershed events in
Protestanism since 1517.
These 100-Year & 500-Year Cycles date back to at least 517--519 (resolution of Acacian Schism - between Greek & Roman church) & 1017 (Druze). They then include 1217--1220 (Pope Honorious seeking to
recover Holy Land), 1417 (resolution of Great Schism) & 1517 (Luther’s 95 Theses in ‘protest’ against Vatican
Indulgences) - at which time parallel events begin to unfold on a 100-year basis.
In 1617, Ferdinand II sought to restore Catholicism as only religion in Roman Empire (triggering Thirty
Years War in 1618) & in 1717 the Freemasons emerged (descendants of Knights of Templar - guardians of Jerusalem & Holy Land) in London. In 1817, the Evangelical Church began in Prussia/Germany (a union of Lutherans & Calvinists that dated back to their split in 1617).
The 1917 liberation of Jerusalem (the 1917 Balfour Declaration sought to establish in Palestine a national
home for the Jews) - and subsequent carving up of the Middle East - was another dramatic event centered on
that region.
And, here comes 2017!
As much as modern-day Western society, politics & media want to ignore or downplay the role of religion
in politics, a starkly different reality continues to govern the entire Middle East. Just look at Iran in 1977--1979
(and to the present).
So, we can ignore the lessons of history and be doomed to repeat them… or we can view them objectively
& try to learn from them...
In addition to this precise 100-Year Cycle, the 70-Year Cycle (of Kings) is equally focused on 2017/ 2018.
In 2014, INSIIDE Track published a series of 70-Year Cycle articles (see pgs. 4--5) - reinforcing the intense focus on 2017/2018 - a full 70-Year Cycle from the numerous global-shaping & changing events of 1948 (not just
the Middle East).
And, 2017/2018 was projected to be the next pinnacle in a 7-Year Cycle that last timed the Arab Spring
events of 2010/2011. Just as the events of 2010/2011 suddenly accelerated to a fevered pitch - and ultimately
left a dramatically-altered Middle East in their wake - 2017/2018 has long been projected to produce the same…
but on a larger degree.
So, how is 2017 poised to begin? With the passing of a UN Resolution condemning Israel for settlements,
a sharp split between the US & Israel, and the reactionary response of Israel toward multiple countries involved
in supporting this Resolution.
Could cycles really be that precise? IT
March 2017 - This excerpt - from the Jan. 2017 INSIIDE Track - details the uncanny convergence of cycles
coming into play in the Middle East, and more specifically in Israel, in 2017/2018. Much of that focus is on the Jewish Year of 5778 - beginning on Sept. 21, 2017… and even hones the focus to Jerusalem as its Cycle of Occupation
& Liberation reaches fruition. Three critical dates to watch are Dec. 7 - 11, 2017 (100 years from surrender and
liberation of Jerusalem), May 14, 2018 (70-Year Cycle from Israel founding/independence on May 14, 1948) and
July 21, 2018 (Tisha B’Av). That will usher in the first phase of what is expected to be a momentous pe-

riod in the Middle East - from 2017/18--2027/28! IT
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“At that time, Tyre will be forgotten for seventy
years, the span of a king‟s life.”
Isaiah 23:15

“This whole country will become a desolate wasteland, and these nations will serve the king of Babylon
seventy years.”
Jeremiah 25:11

“Lord Almighty, how long will you withhold mercy
from Jerusalem and from the towns of Judah, which
you have been angry with these seventy years?”
Zechariah 1:12 (NIV Translation)

Hadik‟s Cycle Progression
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